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Structural transformation in South Africa

• Broad failure to diversify

• Industrial development path remained 
dominated by upstream; OEM-biased in auto

• Islands of competitiveness, e.g. in machinery, 
fresh fruit

• Persistent extremely high unemployment

• Concentration in VCs – lead firms control and 
lobby; weak clusters

• Fragmentation of state undermining 
industrialisation

• Regional market and industrial strategy crucial
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55%

Challenge of structural transformation



New vision for re-industrialisation
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• Understanding and pursuing regional opportunities 

• Incentivising and investing in capabilities development

• Confronting concentration

• Reorienting macro-policy for re-industrialisation

• Building a broad coalition for re-

industrialisation

• Commitment to structural 

transformation and consolidation of 

fragmented government structures

New political settlement underpinning local investment, innovation and competitive 

rivalry. In return, government must commit to effective policies for infrastructure, 

procurement, skills development, technology and markets.



Digitalisation challenges in South Africa

• Importance of data for real time monitoring of 
performance across operations and firms

o Rapid adoption of sensors in lead firms across industries

o Links to predictive maintenance and machine learning

o Deployment of Manufacturing Execution, and Enterprise 
Resource Planning, systems

o Examples across sectors; including AI adoption

o Industrial IoT, data and governance of value chains

• Additive manufacturing, rapid prototyping and 
customization 

o Reducing prototyping from 6-8 weeks to 2-3 days

o Manufacture of replacement parts

o SA more competitive where customization required for 
local/regional demand; path dependency
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Digitalisation challenges in South Africa

• Materials development and nano-tech

• Biotech – development of fruit varieties 

• Advanced manufacturing and automation

• Climate change and environment considerations
o Electric vehicles in auto

o Agriculture – management of water, varieties, data for smart farms

• Standards and certification – urgent need to address

• Autonomous Vehicles, and Transport as a Service
o Ride-sharing platforms lead auto manufacture?

• E-commerce, engagement with large platforms – on what 
terms? ‘Deals’ being done?

• Software cluster
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Implications

• Skills and employment
• STEM; project management and implementation; data analysis

• Integrated with strategy

• Transversal challenges and their effect on production 
systems and value chains

• Governance of value chains will change dramatically

• An adaptive industrial policy that responds to evolving 
changes? policy processes of strategic collaboration

• Linked reforms to ‘regulatory state’, cutting across: 
telecoms, finance & payments, intellectual property, 
consumer protection, taxation, customs

o Cross-cutting government approach

• Coordinated industrial policies even more important
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Reflections for agenda

• Range of technologies, changing at different paces 

➢Locate in building industrial capabilities

➢Key technology platforms and critical ‘root’ industries

• System change agenda:

➢Clusters and networks

➢Cross-disciplinary technical and entrepreneurial skills

➢Improving regulatory systems

➢Innovative systems to foster creativity and technical skills

• Regional view: SA at heart of SADC industrialisation

• Reverse the fragmentation of state

➢Foster collective action

➢Build institutions of industrial policy

➢Part of crafting new/evolving political settlement
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